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				Neighbors at odds: Suit Filed over damage caused by Florida ‘Tilted’ Property 
			

						
								
									April 8, 2024				
						

							
					Two Florida property owners have taken legal steps against their neighbors after sustaining significant damage to their homes due to the neighboring property’s instability. Beasley…				


						
				Read More
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				Shelby, Talladega Counties’ Suit Against 3M, Others to Proceed
			

						
								
									April 3, 2024				
						

							
					Two Alabama counties are moving forward with a lawsuit against chemical companies, including 3M, for contaminating the Coosa River with toxic chemicals, causing substantial economic…				


						
				Read More
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				$1 Million Settlement highlights Beasley Allen attorney’s dedication to clients
			

						
								
									April 3, 2024				
						

							
					Beasley Allen attorney Preston Moore recently secured a million-dollar settlement for his client, highlighting the importance of having a dedicated legal team on your side….				


						
				Read More
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				Social Media Giants Sued for Disruptive Impact on Canada’s Largest School System
			

						
								
									March 28, 2024				
						

							
					Beasley Allen, in partnership with Neinstein LLP, a Toronto-based civil litigation firm, is leading legal action against tech giants Meta (Facebook and Instagram), Snapchat and…				
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				Gadsden PFAS Lawsuit Against Dupont, Others to Move Forward
			

						
								
									March 27, 2024				
						

							
					The Water Works and Sewer Board of the City of Gadsden can proceed with its lawsuit against several defendants it contends are responsible for the…				


						
				Read More
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				A Mothers Fight For Justice – Angel Ogle and her daughter Regina Elsea
			

						
								
									March 21, 2024				
						

							
					Regina Allen Elsea, a 20-year-old bride-to-be, was fatally injured while on the job at AJIN USA, located in Cusseta, Alabama. “Regina was a loving person,”…				


						
				Read More
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				Centre Water Contamination Suit Against 3M Dupont to Proceed
			

						
								
									March 21, 2024				
						

							
					The trial, set to take place, was previously stayed to do a proposed MDL settlement for PFAS contamination in U.S. Public Water Systems. The Water…				


						
				Read More
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				“She Would Have Walked Away”: Husband Reflects on Wife’s Death in Negligent Bus Crash
			

						
								
									March 18, 2024				
						

							
					It started as an average morning for David Welch. But, the typical day was interrupted by a life-changing phone call. David’s wife, Kimberleigh, was a…				


						
				Read More
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				Alabama Reaches $220 Million Settlement with Opioid Distributors
			

						
								
									March 14, 2024				
						

							
					The State of Alabama has settled with two opioid distributors, resolving litigation for their roles in the state’s opioid crisis. Beasley Allen is pleased to…				


						
				Read More
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				Compassionate Counsel – Caty O’Quinn
			

						
								
									March 5, 2024				
						

							
					Beasley Allen associate attorney Caty O’Quinn has been named to the 2024 class of Compassionate Counsel honorees. The Compassionate Counsel Award acknowledges attorneys who prioritize…				


						
				Read More
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				$1.25 Million Settlement for Client, 82, Seriously Injured in Atlanta Crash
			

						
								
									March 5, 2024				
						

							
					Beasley Allen’s Atlanta office has secured a $1.25 million pre-suit settlement for a client who was unfortunately involved in a car crash resulting in serious…				


						
				Read More
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				$2.75 Million secured after bedridden Alabama man killed in electrical fire 
			

						
								
									March 1, 2024				
						

							
					Beasley Allen has secured a $2.75 million settlement for the family of a man killed in a house fire caused by a defective product. The…				


						
				Read More
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				Kratom: Shady Tactics, Hidden Dangers Exposed
			

						
								
									February 29, 2024				
						

							
					We applaud the recent filing of a class-action complaint in California federal court against Ashlynn Marking Group, Inc., for failing to disclose the serious risks…				


						
				Read More
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				Beasley Allen Attorneys Recognized Among Best in 2024 Annual Lawdragon Guides
			

						
								
									February 27, 2024				
						

							
					Lawdragon has recognized 18 Beasley Allen attorneys for their work in the legal community. In 2024, our firm’s attorneys were recognized among the best in five…				


						
				Read More
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				8 Beasley Allen Attorneys Named To 2024 Georgia Super Lawyers, Rising Stars
			

						
								
									February 16, 2024				
						

							
					Eight attorneys from Beasley Allen Law Firm’s Atlanta office have been named to the 2024 Super Lawyers and Rising Stars lists for their outstanding achievements…				


						
				Read More
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				Aqueous film-forming foam (AFFF) litigation continues forward
			

						
								
									February 12, 2024				
						

							
					As progress toward bellwether trials and individual personal injury claims increase, 351 new claims have been added to the litigation. As of December, those claims…				


						
				Read More
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				Camp Lejeune Update: Discovery in Track 1 Discovery Pool Plaintiffs has begun 
			

						
								
									February 12, 2024				
						

							
					On September 26, 2023, the Court issued Case Management Order No. 2 (CMO2) and its subsequent Amendment, which provided detailed instructions, deadlines, and directives on…				


						
				Read More
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				Beasley Allen awarded $1.5 Million in Trucking case
			

						
								
									February 9, 2024				
						

							
					Trucking & Commercial Vehicles Settlement $1.5 Million Settlement in Trucking case For more than 40 years, the Beasley Allen Law Firm has been committed to…				


						
				Read More
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            Free Case
              Evaluation

            Since 1979, Beasley Allen has been committed to “helping those who need it most.” Our attorneys have helped thousands of clients get the justice they desperately needed and deserved. You pay us nothing if we do not win for you. Contact us today for a free case evaluation.

For Disclaimers, see our Terms of Use.



          

          

          
              
                
                        
                            Free Case Evaluation Full - Updated

                            

							"*" indicates required fields

                        

                        First Name ** 

Last Name ** 

Phone **

Email **
                            
                        

I am An*I am an...
Individual
Attorney



Practice Area*Practice Area *
Business Litigation
Class Actions
Consumer Protection
Employment Law
Medical Devices/Medication
Personal Injury
Product Liability
Retirement Plans
Toxic Exposure
Whistleblower
Other



Comments*

CAPTCHA











Comments
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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				Locations

				
					Atlanta
	Mobile
	Montgomery


				
			

			
				
					Contact

						1-800-898-2034 (tel)
	888-212-9702 (fax)
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	YouTube
	LinkedIn
	Instagram
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Our website uses cookies to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept,” you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. Also, continuing to navigate and browse the site will auto-accept ALL cookies after 30 seconds unless cookie settings are adjusted. By clicking “Change My Cookie Settings” you may adjust your cookie preferences. For more information, please see our Privacy Policy.
AcceptChange My Cookie Settings



Cookie Settings

  
    
      
      
      Close
      
        

    
        
                            
                    
                        Privacy Overview
                        
                            This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.

                        

                                            

                

                        

                
                                    
                        
                            
                                Necessary                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                     Necessary 
                                

                                
                                    Always Enabled                                
                                                    

                        
                            
                            Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	beasley-allen-cookie-consent	1 year	This cookie is used to record the user consent for the site's cookies. It does not store any personal data.
	cli_user_preference	1 year	This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin to record whether the user has given consent to the use of cookies.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	Records the default button state of the corresponding category & the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Functional                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    functional
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	apexchat_dompopup_chatwindow	session	Possible states or events for a chat window. It does not store any personal data.
	apexchat_dropdown_invitation	session	Possible states or events for a chat invitation. It does not store any personal data.
	apexchat_prechat_invitation	session	Possible states or events for a “pre-chat” invitation. It does not store any personal data.
	apexchat_tab_invitation	session	Possible states or events for a tab invitation.
	cdn_apex_profile_id	session	ID of the ApexChat widget profile. It does not store any personal data.
	livechat_agent_alias_id	1 Hour	ID of an agent alias. It does not store any personal data.
	livechat_invitation_traffic_sources	6 months	Available traffic sources (source/medium/campaign, etc.) associated with the chat. It does not store any personal data.
	livechat_is_page_refreshed	session	If page was refreshed once the prechat loaded (true/false). It does not store any personal data.
	livechat_operator_id	10 minutes	ID of the operator who was handling the chat (if applicable). It does not store any personal data.
	livechat_original_referrer	session	Original referrer URL (page URL where the visitor came from before initiating the chat). It does not store any personal data.
	livechat_prechat_lastmessage	session	Stores the last message sent from the chat agent. It does not store any personal data.
	livechat_prechat_message_ids	session	Stores IDs of questions that comes from the agent side (Chat feature) for internal use. It does not store any personal data.
	msd365mkttr	2 years	Register an ID to uniquely identify the data filled in by the user through the specific form on Microsoft Dynamics 365.
	msd365mkttrs	session	For correct operation of website forms provided by Microsoft Dynamics 365 and setting of user privacy preferences.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Performance                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    performance
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.


                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Analytics                            
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                            Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.  Please visit Google's Privacy Policy to learn more.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_gat_UA-173605-1	1 minute	A variation of the _gat cookie set by Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager to allow website owners to track visitor behaviour and measure site performance. The pattern element in the name contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	319af4c0-e197-4de9-8a9b-fe98c8a2ca04	session	This cookie is also set and/or read on any webpage where you have placed a Dynamics 365 Marketing website behavioral-analysis script. Dynamics 365 Marketing uses it to group all page loads by a given visitor that are recorded by the same behavioral-analysis script and that occur within the configured timeframe; it will consider all of these as part of a single “visit” to the website.
	79f08280-5c63-4331-b04d-fb6f39afda51	2 years	The cookie contains no personal information. Allows scoring leads based on level of interaction with the website. Used by Dynamics 365 Marketing.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Advertisement                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    advertisement
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	A cookie set by YouTube to measure bandwidth that determines whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	YSC cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Others                            
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                            Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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